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Pressure operated valves can be remotely piloted with a valve island.

Valve islands
Series 2000
Several spool valves, each with two 3/2 solenoid pilot valves NC, enable the control of up to 32 valves.
- IP65 protection
- Central electrical connection
- Threaded or instant fitting pneumatic connections
- Compatible with the following fieldbuses:

- Valve islands with fieldbus control intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres
- Optional subbase with pressure isolation for assembly/disassembly without having to disconnect the pressure supply

The valve islands can be grouped together in one place.
Cabinet installation for use in “aggressive” environments.
Reduced electrical wiring. Low power consumption.

For more information on valve islands, please see our catalogue “Pneumatic Components for Industrial Automation”.

All leaflets are available on: www.asconumatics.eu